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This is the original soundtrack to Re;Lord 1 ~The witch of Herfort and stuffed animals~

The soundtrack contains 22 tracks featuring music from the game and is available in FLAC or WAV format.

Tracklist

1. Peace/Sunny
2. Peace/Calm Days

3. Running
4. Thinking/Eyes of Doubt

5. Thinking/The End of Lengthy Considerations
6. Imprisoned Body

7. Ridicule
8. A Moment of Repentance

9. Tranquil Skies
10. Sharp Signs

11. Wilfried/Those That Desire Revolution
12. Tragedy

13. Gentle Breeze
14. Footprints of Calamity
15. March/Herfort District
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16. Violent Storm
17. Witch of Calamity

18. Darius/Trial
19. Retake Grossen!/Herfort District

20. Marching/The Signal to Counterattack
21. Marching/Outbreak of War

22. Re;Lord
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THIS IS MY YOUTH. Not Recommended! If you loved the original Unreal this is not the game for you. The environments are
linear to the point of being boring. The majority of the game you fight other humans intead of aliens (I found this far less
interesting). The gunplay doesn't feel satisfying but the flamethrower flames surprisingly still look good. The story is boring and
muddled, only the immediate ending is remotely interesting but then its over. Having a ship and a crew should have been cool,
but the developers never fully realized it. The main character's voice acting is the worst in the industry, how he continues to find
work I'll never know. If you're looking for an Unreal experience, avoid this game and replay the first!. Oh boy, where do I
begin. This is bad, really bad.

The introduction is rather boring, nothing dynamic going on the screen while the text suggest a dramatic fight with a ♥♥♥♥ing
wishmob. There are many typing errors and bad grammar/spelling in the script. The first appearance of a magical girl is
ridiculously corny, considering the unrealistic probability of that circumstance. The style of the artworks in this gallery remind
me of sakura angels (which I didn't like) and are so poorly drawn. Looking at the storyline I begin to think that the protagonist is
living in desperate and pathetic circumstances that he imagnes these creatures, so all this game is just an neurotic illusion of a
very sad persons life... the only respectful thing about this VN are the H scenes.. Copied from my refund request thread:

Online play does not seem to work.
Windowed mode doesn't work and the game crashes when alt+tabbing from fullscreen mode

Things that I didn't list but that I found irritating:

One of the level objectives is "Collect all the gems" but then shown in the objective text on the corner once the level begins is
"Key not found" and then collecting all the gems doesn't complete the level. It ends after lap 3 with the message "Failed - Key
not found". What is the key? There is no key on the level. What am I supposed to do to get this key? Who knows, I sure don't.

Online multiplayer (If it were working) is not done like other games where you type in an IP and Port into the game window,
instead you have to make a text file in the game files that it reads data from. This is really inconvenient and I noticed the dev
said something [[Edit: almost a year ago from this review]] about making a lobby system but there has been no word in the
[[Edit: Year]] since.

Honestly the controls were fine and the concept is super fun and the art is cute but the AI is braindead so I really just wanted to
play with other people. When that is fixed I might consider a re-purchase.

Notes and Links:

Link to Dev Statement on online lobbies:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/470480/discussions/0/353915309341708636/

Link to original refund thread:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/470480/discussions/0/217691032441018668/

Note the update log for this product is completely empty. In the year since the dev's last comment in the discussion forum there
have been exactly 0 patches.. Started a new game, pushed a single key, and then it crashed.

The game menus look like they were created by animating screenshots of a hypothetical Android version of this game....
confusing layout, big buttons with only icons, blurry, etc. Additionally, none of the them have any text at all to explain what it is
that you're clicking so it's a bit confusing to navigate. And almost all the text in the game looks blurry from what I've seen.. Free
to use and doesn't require you to get anything else. I would recommend this to adept users. For those without this cognition or
ledger status I would get Game Maker.
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After playing so many types and variations of strategy games, both real-time and turn based, and sifting through countless
different classes, races, modes, gameplay dynamics, features, currencies, populations, settings, families, units and so much
more, it's finally great to play a game where its simplicity is the key to its enjoyment.

Simple, but not easy. The strategy is real.. Pros
+I got it for free from a giveway
+Nice soviet music (kalinka etc)
+Easy 100% achievements
+Amusing ending
+Somewhat ok pixel graphics
+Trading cards (for the people who care)

Cons
-very very short
-It will make you dizzy
-Slowdowns
-No sound effects at all
-No high score menu

Be sure to grab it before the 1% discount goes away. :P
10/10 after vodka. Its A Good Game...Fits To My Style Of Gameplay Anyways (Cars and Guns)
But One Problem I Have Encountered Is That The Game Refuses To Start...(Dont Take This As A Reason To Not Get The
Game)

I Do Recommend It To Anyone Who Style Of Gameplay Include: Guns, Cars, Racing, Cars With Guns Etc
. Yes. Much better than I thought this would be, considering how cheap I got it on sale. This is one of those games where you
can get hooked on about halfway through without even realizing.. Royal Heroes is a great game!

First i did think it was a very small game due to the very low price tag and that it would only have few options and a very limited
lifespan, well that was not true at all, so it is a GREAT buy! The developer is very active and are working on more patches,
addons and storyline to the game all the time. BIG THUMPS UP!

They rock and they are active! (two importen things for gamers)

There are constructive discussions and debates within the community and the fanbasen is growing all the time. They ask what
gamers want to have implemented in the game. They are even talking about pvp game play and other game modes..;)

This is a perfect example of a development team who are gamers themselves! They know what we want and they listen to the
criticism coming their way (not that there has been much criticism), but suggestions they use for new ides to the game...

I simply love playing this game in my private studio, when i am not making music. Sometimes i enjoy this game a little too
much, so i am gaming instead of making music and earning money...LOL..:)

At this low price tag i give this game a solid 10/10 - And i base that on the constant expanding of the game world and the great
dev´s - Elite Games Ltd - YOU ROCK!. this is the best fps i have ever played who needs cs:go the servers are the best i have
ever seen and they put so mch time into this i rate 10/10. Don't search up any tutorials on this game.
This game so far is really mind-bending and weird, the puzzels are very unique and strange I am having a blast playing this and
strongly recommend this game as it really deserves more than what it has now.. no matter what this game will not work. its rez
will not let you play it.
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